
 

 

Key Knowledge  

Vocabulary 

Year  
 Five  

 History Anglo-Saxons and Scots 
Knowledge Organiser 

Curriculum Links 

 

• Geography Link: Opportunities for the children to 
look at where the Anglo-Saxons settled on a map of 
UK 

• Maths link: to use timeline from 400AD to 2000 AD  

• English link: Opportunities tfor children to write letter 
as an Anglo–Saxon 

Skills 

• Use dates to order and place events on a timeline. 
• Compare sources of information available for the study 

of different times in the past. 
• Understand that the type of information available de-

pends on the period of time studied. 
• Evaluate the usefulness of a variety of sources. 
• Provide an account of a historical event based on more 

than one source. 
• Understand some reasons for some important historical 

events. 
• Use evidence to support arguments. 
• Describe a study of an aspect or a theme in British 

history. 
• Describe Britain’s Settlements by Anglo Saxons and 

Scots. 

Amazing Activity 

Visit to Martin Mere to 

see an Anglo Saxon vil-

lage 

 

 

Summer 
Term St Leo's and Southmead 

Catholic Nursery and Primary 
School 

invasion  A group entering another country with armed force 

settlement a place were people establish a community  

artefact An object of historical and or cultural interest 

chronological Events that occur in order as they happen 

Key People Vortigern was the king, Hengst and Horsa were the first Anglo
-Saxon invaders 

Sutton Hoo Site in Suffolk of a Saxon ship burial of the 7th century AD, 
containing grave goods including jewellery and gold coins 

West Stow Recreation of Anglo-Saxon village 

The Anglo-Saxons and Scots  

Timeline of Anglo-saxons in Britain 

 
Sutton Hoo is an Anglo- Saxon burial site in Britain 
with lots of buried artefacts. 
Anglo Saxons invaded/settled in Britain after the 
Romans left.  
The Picts were a group of people who lived in north-
ern and eastern Scotland. 
The Scots are native to Scotland and emerged from 
two groups. 
Anglo Saxons lived in villages. 
Their homes were wood and thatched roofs with a 
single room. 
Most Anglo Saxons were farmers and lived of the 
land.  
Anglo Saxons were pagans when they came to Britain.  
King Raedwald is buried at Sutton Hoo.  

Nurture, Inspire, Succeed 


